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Pedro Páez's History of Ethiopia, 1622 /
Volume II
1961

this book in two volumes contains an annotated english translation of
the história da ethiópia by the spanish jesuit missionary priest pedro
páez pêro pais in portuguese 1564 1622 who worked in the portuguese
padroado missions first in india and then in ethiopia long thought to be
the kingdom of the legendary prester john his history of ethiopia was
written in portuguese in the last ten years of his life and survives in only
two manuscripts the translation by christopher j tribe is based on the
new critical edition of the portuguese text by isabel boavida hervé
pennec and manuel joão ramos which was published in lisbon in 2008
they are also the editors of this english version the history of ethiopia is
an essential source for several areas of study from the history of the
catholic missions in that country and the relations between the
european religious orders to the history of art and religions from the
history of geographical exploration to the ideological contextualization
of the ethiopian kingdom from material culture to abyssinian political
and territorial administration and from an analysis of local
circumstances to changes in human ecology in the horn of africa and the
indian ocean it is a repository of empirical knowledge on the political
geography religion customs flora and fauna of ethiopia it combines
travel narrative with a historico ethnographic monograph and is a
chronicle of the activities of jesuit missionaries in their ethiopian
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mission it also reworks a wide variety of documents including the first
translations into a european language of a number of ethiopian literary
texts from royal chronicles to hagiographies it complements other early
accounts of ethiopia by ludovico de varthema francisco alvares
castanhoso bermudez arnold von harff manoel de almeida bahrey
alessandro zorzi jerónimo lobo and václav prutky all published by the
hakluyt society

A History of Sierra Leone, 1400-1787
2019-06-03

this book explores the relationship between portuguese literature and
the environment from medieval times to the present contributors
examine how portuguese writers engage with the environment not only
to prompt social political or philosophical reflections on human society
but also to learn from non humans

Portuguese Literature and the Environment
2020-04-03

a formidable collection of studies on religious conversion and converts
in jewish history theodor dunkelgrün and pawel maciejko observe that
the term conversion is profoundly polysemous it can refer to jews who
turn to religions other than judaism and non jews who tie their fates to
that of jewish people it can be used to talk about christians becoming
muslim or vice versa christians born again or premodern efforts to
christianize or islamize indigenous populations of asia africa and the
americas it can even describe how modern secular people discover
spiritual creeds and join religious communities viewing jewish history
from the perspective of conversion across a broad chronological and
conceptual frame bastards and believers highlights how the concepts of
the convert and of conversion have histories of their own the volume
begins with sara japhet s study of conversion in the hebrew bible and
ends with netanel fisher s essay on conversion to judaism in
contemporary israel in between andrew s jacobs writes about the allure
of becoming an other in late antiquity ephraim kanarfogel considers
rabbinic attitudes and approaches toward conversion to judaism in the
middles ages and paola tartakoff ponders the relationship between
conversion and poverty in medieval iberia three case studies by javier
castaño claude stuczynski and anne oravetz albert focus on different
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aspects of the experience of spanish portuguese conversos michela
andreatta and sarah gracombe discuss conversion narratives and elliott
horowitz and ellie shainker analyze eastern european converts
encounters with missionaries of different persuasions despite the
differences between periods contexts and sources two fundamental and
mutually exclusive notions of human life thread the essays together the
conviction that one can choose one s destiny and the conviction that one
cannot escapes one s past the history of converts presented by bastards
and believers speaks to the possibility or impossibility of changing one s
life contributors michela andreatta javier castaño theodor dunkelgrün
netanel fisher sarah gracombe elliott horowitz andrew s jacobs sara
japhet ephraim kanarfogel pawel maciejko anne oravetz albert ellie
shainker claude stuczynski paola tartakoff

Bastards and Believers
2021-10-01

this book reports on interdisciplinary research and practices in
communication interior fashion and product design highlighting
strategies for systematizing the design approach in a global digital
world it gathers a selection of chapters written by the authors of the
best articles presented at the 7th eimad conference held online on may
14 15 2020 from portugal the works were chosen for their particular
link to contemporary concerns in terms of identity health and well being
social inclusion sustainability education and environment and among
others they cover and bridges between important aspects of design
education research and practice as well as creativity and emerging
technology offering a timely perspective and a source of inspiration to
researchers professionals and educators in design product development
and related fields

Perspectives on Design II
2023-09-20

this book offers a multidisciplinary perspective on research and
developments at the interface between industrial design textile
engineering and fashion it covers advances in fashion and product
design and in textile production alike reporting on sustainable industrial
procedures ergonomics research and practices new materials and
circular design as well as issues in marketing communication and
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education a special emphasis is given to universal and inclusive
strategies in design gathering the proceedings of the 6th international
fashion and design congress cimode 2023 held on october 4 6 2023 in
mexico city mexico this book offers extensive information and a source
of inspiration to both researchers and professionals in the field of
fashion design engineering communication as well as education chapter
26 is available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0
international license via link springer com

Advances in Fashion and Design Research
II
2022-05-06

education has changed dramatically in recent years as educational
technologies evolve and develop at a rapid pace teachers and
institutions must constantly update their practices and curricula to
match this changing landscape to ensure students receive the best
education possible 3d printing has emerged as a new technology that
has the potential to enhance student learning and development
moreover the availability of makerspaces within schools and libraries
allows students to utilize technologies that drive creativity further study
on the strategies and challenges of implementation is needed for
educators to appropriately adopt these learning practices the research
anthology on makerspaces and 3d printing in education considers the
benefits these technologies provide in relation to education as well as
the various ways they can be utilized in the classroom for student
learning the book also provides a review of the difficulties educators
face when implementing these technologies into their curricula and
ensuring student success covering topics such as educational
technologies creativity and online learning this major reference work is
ideal for administrators principals researchers scholars practitioners
academicians instructors and students

Research Anthology on Makerspaces and
3D Printing in Education
2013-07-28

this book in two volumes contains the first english translation with
introduction and annotation of the história da etiópia by the spanish
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jesuit missionary priest pedro páez 1564 1622 who worked in the
portuguese missions first in india and then in ethiopia long thought to be
the kingdom of the legendary prester john paez s learned but often
polemical work is a major contribution to the political social cultural and
religious history of ethiopia in the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries and to the history of early portuguese and spanish missions in
africa and india and west european attempts to come to terms with non
european cultures

Pedro Páez's History of Ethiopia, 1622
2022-06-28

this book presents cutting edge methods and findings that are expected
to contribute to significant advances in the areas of communication
design fashion design interior design and product design as well as
musicology and other related areas it especially focuses on the role of
digital technologies and on strategies fostering creativity collaboration
education as well as sustainability and accessibility in the broadly
intended field of design gathering the proceedings of the 8th eimad
conference held on july 7 9 2022 and organized by the school of applied
arts of the instituto politécnico de castelo branco in portugal this book
offers a timely guide and a source of inspiration for designers of all
kinds advertisers artists and entrepreneurs as well as educators and
communication managers

Advances in Design, Music and Arts II
2018-11-23

although 3d printing technologies are still a rarity in many classrooms
and other educational settings their far reaching applications across a
wide range of subjects make them a desirable instructional aid effective
implementation of these technologies can engage learners through
project based learning and exploration of objects interdisciplinary and
international perspectives on 3d printing in education is a collection of
advanced research that facilitates discussions on interdisciplinary fields
and international perspectives from kindergarten to higher education to
inform the uses of 3d printing in education from diverse and broad
perspectives covering topics such as computer aided software learning
theories and educational policy this book is ideally designed for
educators practitioners instructional designers and researchers
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Interdisciplinary and International
Perspectives on 3D Printing in Education
2019-08-13

this book focuses on novel design and systems engineering approaches
including theories and best practices for promoting a better integration
of people and engineering systems it covers a range of hot topics related
to development of human centered systems interface design and human
computer interaction usability and user experience emergent properties
of human behavior innovative materials in manufacturing biomechanics
and sports medicine safety engineering and systems complexity business
analytics design and technology and many more the book which gathers
selected papers presented at the 2nd international conference on human
systems engineering and design future trends and applications ihsed
2019 held on september 16 18 2019 at universität der bundeswehr
münchen munich germany provides researchers practitioners and
program managers with a snapshot of the state of the art and current
challenges in the field of human systems engineering and design

Human Systems Engineering and Design II
2018-07-20

the internet of things iot enhances customer experience increases the
amount of data gained through connected devices and widens the scope
of analytics this provides a range of exciting marketing possibilities such
as selling existing products and services more effectively delivering
truly personalized customer experiences and potentially creating new
products and services smart marketing with the internet of things is an
essential reference source that discusses the use of the internet of
things in marketing as well as its importance in enhancing the customer
experience featuring research on topics such as augmented reality
sensor networks and wearable technology this book is ideally designed
for business professionals marketing managers marketing strategists
academicians researchers and graduate level students seeking coverage
on the use of iot in enhancing customer marketing outcomes
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Smart Marketing With the Internet of
Things
2009-07-21

one country two systems three legal orders perspectives of evolution
essays on macau s autonomy after the resumption of sovereignty by
china can be said in a short preamble like manner to be a book that
provides a comprehensive look at several issues regarding public law
that arise from or correlate with the chinese apex motto for reunification
one country two systems and its implementation in macau and hong
kong noble and contemporary themes such as autonomy models and
fundamental rights are thoroughly approached with a multilayered
analysis encompassing both western and chinese views and an extensive
comparative law acquis is also brought forward furthermore relevant
issues on international law criminal law and historical and comparative
evolutions and interactions of different legal s tems are laid down in this
panoramic yet comprehensive book one cannot but underline the
presence in the many approaches and comments of a certain aura of a
modern kantian cosmopolitanism revisitation throughout the work
especially when dealing with the cardinal principle of one country two
systems which enabled a peaceful and integral reunification ex vi
international law the joint declarations that ended an external and
distant control

One Country, Two Systems, Three Legal
Orders - Perspectives of Evolution
2004-10-21

this book explores the interaction between europe and east asia
between the 16th and the 18th centuries in the field of mathematical
sciences bringing to the fore the role of portugal as an agent of
transmission of european science to east asia it is an important
contribution to understanding this fundamental period of scientific
history beginning with the arrival of vasco da gama in india in 1498 and
ending with the expulsion of the society of jesus from portugal in 1759
the former event opened a new era in relations between europe and asia
in particular regarding the circulation of scientific knowledge leading to
major social and intellectual changes in both continents the society of
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jesus controlled education in portugal and in the empire it was central
to the network of knowledge transmission until the society was expelled
from portugal in 1759 the proceedings have been selected for coverage
in index to social sciences humanities proceedings isshp isi proceedings
index to social sciences humanities proceedings isshp cdrom version isi
proceedings contents foreword l saraiva macau an intercultural frontier
in the ming period l f barreto survey and study of pre 1900 chinese maps
seen in europe x li western knowledge of geography reflected in juan
cobo s shilu 1593 d liu the continuing influence of the portuguese a new
interpretation of world geography q wang teachers of mathematics in
china the jesuits and their textbooks 1580 1723 c jami news from china
in sixteenth century europe the portuguese connection r loureiro the
indianization of spain in the 16th century j gil jesuit observations and
star mappings in beijing as the transmission of scientific knowledge k
hashimoto the compilation of the lixiang kaochenghoubian its origin
sources and social context q han a japanese reaction to aristotelian
cosmology t yoshida portugal and korea obscure connections in the pre
modern sciences before 1900 s r park translations of portuguese texts
into konkani and konkani compositions into portuguese with educational
influence on literature and art and the transfer of technology j velinkar
readership researchers and academics in history of science educated
readers interested in cultural problems of knowledge transmission in
particular in china japan and other east asia countries together with the
corresponding audiences in portugese and spanish speaking countries
keywords mathematical sciences 16th to 18th centuries transmission of
science society of jesus west and eastkey features first book centered on
the portuguese contributionincludes contributions from prominent
authors in the field such as li xiaocong tadashi yoshida liu dun and
catherine jamireviews overall it is historians of science that will find this
book most interesting particularly those whose research focuses on
intercultural issues maa online book review

History of Mathematical Sciences
2007-01-01

a autora eunice medeiros de santi nasceu no interior de são paulo no
brasil em momentos de dor lágrima ternura amor e insegurança
vencendo os obstáculos da vida por meio da fé ao se mudar para os
estados unidos da américa enfrentou muitas barreiras mas seguiu
valente a fim de cumprir a sua missão pregar o evangelho de jesus cristo
este livro fala de suas viagens missionárias de sua fascinante aventura
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de viver à sombra do onipotente ela passou por perigos de morte e
desconforto em sua viagem à África mas aprendeu nos momentos de
aflições a viver as promessas de deus o leitor não abandonará a leitura
dessas fascinantes viagens missionárias empreendidas por uma mulher
de fé que sob a graça de deus venceu todos os obstáculos da vida e em
nenhum momento desistiu de anunciar a palavra de deus ao seu próximo
essa destemida serva de deus aprendeu a viver no pouco e no muito as
experiências narradas neste livro certamente despertarão em seu
coração amado leitor desejo de cumprir a vontade de deus em sua
geração seja uma carta de cristo lida pelos homens e o seu testemunho
testificará a vida de cristo jesus cristo não escreverá com tinta em
tábuas mas pelo espírito santo de deus escreverá no teu coração o maior
mandamento que é o amor 2co 3 3 a missionária tem pregado o
evangelho de jesus cristo para a sua geração e você amado leitor tem
obedecido à ordem de jesus que diz ide por todo o mundo e pregue o
evangelho a toda a criatura não se esqueça você faz parte do plano de
deus

Phenomenology 2005. Volume 2: Selected
Essays from Latin America, part 1
2014-09-17

a presente obra conta com contribuições dos as pesquisadores as de
diversas instituições de ensino superior que participaram do iii encontro
de reflexões sobre a paz paz e tolerância além de autores as
especialmente convidados as para escrever sobre os temas da paz e da
tolerância os as profissionais envolvidos as na obra são todos as
pesquisadores as acadêmico científicos as dos temas da paz e da
tolerância distribuídos as em áreas distintas de formação e atuação
acadêmica como a ciência política a antropologia a sociologia a filosofia
a história o direito e as relações internacionais conformando uma obra
de reflexão verdadeiramente multidisciplinar sobre os temas em questão

Missionaria de Coracao #2
2018-09-26

this book analyzes the world of 1914 by combining the approaches of
traditionalist hermeneutics and 20th century geopolitics the
juxtaposition of these two frameworks incorporated in the principles of
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sacred geography and sea power allows for a traditionalist perspective
on the choices facing the ten great powers on the eve of the great war
the book s multifaceted approach follows the iconoclastic culture
critique method of the traditional school that was developed by rené
guénon frithjof schuon and julius evola it shows the pre war world as
essentially different from the post war world thus the ten great power
protagonists of the great war may be understood on their own terms
rather than through a backward projection of politically correct values
on the existentially different human life world of 1914 dislodging the
historical materialist progress premise that underpins contemporary
academic historiography this book reasserts the highest claim of the art
of history meta narrative meaning

Reflexões Sobre a Paz Vol. II paz e
tolerância
2021-01-27

this book reports on research findings and practical lessons featuring
advances in the areas of digital and interaction design graphic design
and branding design education society and communication in design
practice and related ones gathering the proceedings of the 5th
international conference on digital design and communication digicom
2021 held on november 4 6 2021 in barcelos portugal and continuing
the tradition of the previous book it describes new design strategies and
solutions to foster digital communication within and between the society
institutions and brands by highlighting innovative ideas and reporting
on multidisciplinary projects it offers a source of inspiration for
designers of all kinds including graphic and web designers ui ux and
social media designers and to researchers advertisers artists and brand
and corporate communication managers alike

A Traditionalist History of the Great War,
Book II
2021-10-21

foundations of property law things as objects of property rights is an
abridged translation of the first volume of christian von bar s
gemeineuropäisches sachenrecht a milestone in european private law
theory and in comparative property law more broadly radical in content
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and scope the english version examines the dynamics of interaction
between the objects contents and holders of property the conceptual
framework of property law is presented as a domain of erga omnes
monopoly rights that govern the relationship between persons and
objects of value within that framework a reciprocal relationship is
illustrated between property rights and their objects property rights
play a role in constituting the very objects things in which they are held
with comprehensive comparative analysis insights are gleaned from all
the jurisdictions of the european union and the united kingdom
presenting a critical evaluation of property law systems in both common
and civil law traditions this book joins all the national legal systems in a
single inquiry treating their traditions and arguments with the respect
they deserve and taking advantage of the knowledge embodied in the
diversity of european private law a scholastic work offering deep and
unique insights into the european property law systems foundations of
property law will quickly become a go to resource for anyone interested
in european private law and comparative property law

Advances in Design and Digital
Communication II
2023-08-25

admiral cornelis matelieff de jonge was a director in the rotterdam
chamber of the dutch east indies company voc for three decades in the
early 17th century in may 1605 he set sail from the dutch republic with
a fleet of 11 ships and in the following year launched an unsuccessful
attack on portuguese melaka after visiting various locations in the
region and signing landmark treaties with the rulers of johor 1606 and
ternate 1607 he returned to the netherlands in 1608 there he wrote a
series of epistolary reports and memoranda that were carefully studied
by leading policy makers in the republic among them the renowned
jurist hugo grotius and the politician and diplomat johan van
oldenbarnevelt early voc policy for south eastern asia drew heavily on
matelieff s submissions and the materials reproduced in this volume
provide candid insights into key elements of voc strategy trade security
and regional diplomacy as well as dutch relations with spain and
portugal here translated into english for the first time this collection of
matelieff s writings is an invaluable resource for students of business
history early colonial history and the history of international law
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Foundations of Property Law
1891

in den vergangenen jahrzehnten hat die metapher in der philosophie
zunehmend beachtung gefunden und wurde zu einem zentralen thema
mit dem kant sich in seiner kritischen philosophie in begriffen von
analogie und symbolisierung beschäftigt sein beitrag zur entwicklung
unseres verständnisses der rolle die bilder metaphern und symbole in
theoretischer und praktischer hinsicht leisten ist bedeutend zudem ist
kant selber auch als schöpfer von metaphern weithin bekannt symbole
analogien und ästhetische ideen sind unleugbar metaphorische
verfahren die eine ebenso grundlegende wie systematische funktion in
kants philosophischer sprache einnehmen dieser sammelband ist das
ergebnis einer neueren initiative seitens einer internationalen gruppe
von mit kant befassten philosophen und kant spezialisten um die
erforschung von themen zu befördern die noch nicht umfassend
bearbeitet sind das trifft mit sicherheit auf die metapher thematik in
kants philosophie zu der der vorliegende band gewidmet ist in recent
decades metaphor has become a respectable and central theme in
philosophy in his critical philosophy kant treats this theme in terms of
the notions of analogy and symbolization in addition to contributing
significantly to the development of our understanding of the role played
by images metaphors and symbols in both theoretical and practical
issues kant is also widely recognized as a great creator of metaphors in
his own right symbols analogies and aesthetic ideas are undeniably
metaphorical processes which fulfill a function in kant s philosophical
language that is as fundamental as it is systematic this collected volume
is the result of a recent initiative on the part of an international group of
kantian philosophers and scholars to promote research on topics that
have yet to be thoroughly explored in academic research this is certainly
true of the topic of metaphor in kant s philosophy to which the present
volume is devoted

Catalogues No. 111-114, 137, 141, 147,
148, 151
1946

this is the torah volume one of the portuguese english bilingual bible
book series it is in english and portuguese two of the top ten most
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widely spoken languages on earth it is the king james version and
almeida recebida translations good and accurate translations for
learning either language as well as having a correct and reliable
translation from the received texts of the holy bible itself the translators
relied on formal equivalence to preserve phrasing and literal content
from the hebrew and greek documents this present volume is divided in
columns for each language with each corresponding verse line matching
its equal on the opposite side of the page the font size and style is easy
to read typo s and the rare instance of missing information such as
superscriptions above psalms and colophons ending epistles have been
translated from english to portuguese and in some cases hebrew into
portuguese by alan lewis silva who has lovingly and carefully edited this
wonderful book the torah

Código Civil Português
2015-07-31

preacher politician natural law theorist administrator diplomat
polemicist prophetic thinker vieira was all of these things but nothing
was more central to his self definition than his role as missionary and
pastor articles in this issue were originally presented at a conference
the baroque world of padre antónio vieira religion culture and history in
the luso brazilian world yale university november 7 8 1997
commemorating the three hundredth anniversary of vieira s death

Journal, Memorials and Letters of Cornelis
Matelieff de Jonge
2015-08-03

following the fall of the melaka sultanate to the portuguese in 1511 the
sultanates of johor and aceh emerged as major trading centers
alongside portuguese melaka each power represented wider global
interests aceh had links with gujerat the ottoman empire and the levant
johor was a center for javanese merchants and others involved with the
eastern spice trade melaka was part of the estado da india portugal s
trading empire that extended from japan to mozambique throughout the
sixteenth century a peculiar balance among the three powers became an
important character of the political and economical life in the straits of
melaka the arrival of the dutch in the early seventeenth century upset
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the balance and led to the decline of portuguese melaka making
extensive use of contemporary portuguese sources paulo pinto uses
geopolitical approach to analyze the financial political economic and
military institutions that underlay this triangular arrangement a system
that persisted because no one power could achieve an undisputed
hegemony he also considers the position of post conquest melaka in the
malay world where it remained a symbolic center of malay civilization
and a model of malay political authority despite changes associated with
portuguese rule in the process provides information on the social
political and genealogical circumstances of the johor and aceh
sultanates

Kant and the Metaphors of Reason
2019-07-10

based on a wide range of published sources archival material and field
data this book is an in depth study of the portuguese christian missions
and missionaries in the tamil coast and hinterland between 1519 and
1774 it presents a fresh analysis on the theme of the portuguese
contribution to tamil language and printing press the book presents the
best socio historical and missionary study of christianity for
understanding the history of the tamil society

Portuguese English Bilingual Bible The
Torah
2010-03

regular commercial contacts between europe and asia date back to at
least the early years of the christian era but the pattern of trade
underwent a structural modification following the portuguese discovery
of a route to the east indies via the cape of good hope this volume
illustrates the consequences of the arrival of large numbers of
europeans in the east europeans both participated in modified and
exploited existing trade relationships in the indian ocean and the pacific
the studies reprinted here show how some environments such as japan
were hostile whilst most states welcomed the european commercial
contact the necessity for europeans to pay for asian goods using
precious metals is emphasised by the inclusion of articles in monetary
transfers in asian trade a phenomenon which provides a link between
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economic developments in the americas and those in asia from the 16th
century onwards

Antonio Vieira and the Luso-Brazilian
Baroque
1961

this is the prophets volume four of the portuguese english bilingual bible
book series it is in english and portuguese two of the top ten most
widely spoken languages on earth it is the king james version and
almeida recebida translations good and accurate translations for
learning either language as well as having a correct and reliable
translation from the received texts of the holy bible itself the translators
relied on formal equivalence to preserve phrasing and literal content
from the hebrew and greek documents this present volume is divided in
columns for each language with each corresponding verse line matching
its equal on the opposite side of the page the font size and style is easy
to read typo s and the rare instance of missing information such as
superscriptions above psalms and colophons ending epistles have been
translated from english to portuguese and in some cases hebrew into
portuguese by alan lewis silva who has lovingly and carefully edited this
wonderful book

A History of Sierra Leone
1981

e in 1511 a portuguese expedition under the command of afonso de
albuquerque arrived on the shores of malacca taking control of the
prosperous malayan port city after a swift military campaign portugal a
peripheral but then technologically advanced country in southwestern
europe since the latter fifteenth century had been in the process of
establishing solid outposts all along asia s litoral in order to participate
in the most active and profitable maritime trading routes of the day as it
turned out the portuguese presence and influence in the malayan
peninsula and elsewhere in continental and insular asia expanded far
beyond the sphere of commerce and extended over time well into the
twenty first century five hundred years later a conference held in
singapore brought together a large group of scholars from widely
different national academic and disciplinary contexts to analyse and
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discuss the intricate consequences of portuguese interactions in asia
over the longue duree the result of these discussions is a stimulating set
of case studies that as a rule combine original archival and or field
research with innovative historiographical perspectives luso asian
communities real and imagined and luso asian heritage material and
symbolic are studied with depth and insight the range of thematic
chronological and geographic areas covered in these proceeding is truly
remarkable showing not only the extraordinary relevance of revisiting
luso asian interactions in the longer term but also the surprising
dynamism within an area of studies which seemed on the verge of
exhaustion after all archives from all over the world from rio de janeiro
to london from lisbon to rome and from goa to macao might still hold
some secrets on the subject of luso asian relations when duly explored
by resourceful scholars e rui m loureiro centro de historia de alem mar
lisbon

Coastal Western India
2012-03-01

this excellent series presents comparative study analysis and evaluation
of 28 european legal systems in the field of transfer of movables major
topics are the notion of ownership the derivative acquisition of
ownership e g by a sales contract the good faith acquisition of
ownership and other property rights the multiple sale of the same
movable the protection of possession positive acquisitive prescription
and processing and consolidation the work is based on comprehensive
country reports which are to be published on the relevant legal rules in
europe and has the drafting and publication of text proposals of uniform
european rules with commentary and comparative notes as its primary
goal it intends to influence the future development of european private
law on the eu level this fourth volume of the series presents up to date
national reports of france belgium bulgaria poland portugal

The Portuguese and the Straits of Melaka,
1575-1619
2008

having succeeded in establishing themselves in europe asia africa and
the americas in the early 16th century spain and portugal became the
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first imperial powers on a worldwide scale between 1580 and 1640
when these two entities were united they achieved an almost global
hegemony constituting the largest political force in europe and abroad
although they lost their political primacy in the seventeenth century
both monarchies survived and were able to enjoy a relative success until
the early 19th century the aim of this collection is to answer the
question how and why their cultural and political legacies persist to date
part i focuses on the construction of the monarchy examining the ways
different territories integrated in the imperial network mainly by
inquiring to what extent local political elites maintained their autonomy
and to what a degree they shared power with the royal administration
part ii deals primarily with the circulation of ideas models and people
observing them as they move in space but also as they coincide in the
court which was a veritable melting pot in which the various
administrations that served the kings and the various territories
belonging to the monarchy developed their own identities fought for
recognition and for what they considered their proper place in the
global hierarchy part iii explains the forms of dependence and symbiosis
established with other european powers such as genoa and the united
provinces attempting to reorient the politics of these states political and
financial co dependence often led to bad economic choices the editors
and contributors discard the portrayal of the iberian monarchies as the
accumulation of many bilateral relations arranged in a radial pattern
arguing that these political entities were polycentric that is to say they
allowed for the existence of many different centres which interacted and
thus participated in the making of empire the resulting political
structure was complex and unstable albeit with a general adhesion to a
discourse of loyalty to king and religion

Caste, Catholic Christianity, and the
Language of Conversion
1994

o presente volume publica as atas do iº encontro internacional pensar o
barroco em portugal 26 28 de junho de 2017 que se ocupou do
pensamento metafísico ético e político de francisco suárez contando com
a colaboração de alguns dos maiores especialistas internacionais na
obra e no pensamento deste famoso professor da universidade de
coimbra no século xvii este volume celebra os 400 anos da sua morte e
assinala a produtividade do seu legado filosófico teológico
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The Economics of the Goa Jesuits,
1542-1759
2020-04-28

explores the relationship between long distance trade and the economic
and political structure of southern india

European Commercial Expansion in Early
Modern Asia
2019-07-10

accompanying dvd includes the opera patientis christi memoria by
johann bernhard staudt performed in the chapel of st mary s hall boston
college

Portuguese English Bilingual Bible The
Prophets
2003-08-01

Portuguese and Luso-Asian Legacies in
Southeast Asia, 1511-2011, vol. 2
2011-02-28

France, Belgium, Bulgaria, Poland,
Portugal
2012-08-28

Polycentric Monarchies
2002-07-18
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Francisco Suárez: Metaphysics, Politics And
Ethics
2006-01-01

The Political Economy of Commerce:
Southern India 1500-1650

The Jesuits II
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